4th MASTERING ALIGNER SYSTEM
®

ADVANCED ALIGNER & CLINCHECK EDUCATION IN MALLORCA

High-class seminar sparks international interest.
What started four years ago as an enthusiastic project by three friends who wanted to share their knowledge
and experience of the Invisalign® system with their orthodontic colleagues now enters its fourth round after the
surprisingly successful opening event in 2016.
The concept was convincing: Orthodontists gathered on the beautiful island of Mallorca for a three-day-seminar
to learn the efficient use of the Invisalign® system. The island‘s early-summer flair provided the perfect scenery
for exploring the features of one of the most modern treatment methods in orthodontics.
Resounding success
The event quickly raised interest on an international level. In 2019, around 60 orthodontists from all over the
world took part in this high-class event, increasing the number of participants for the third time in a row. The
presenters were joined by two prominent guest speakers from Spain: Dr Susanna Palma and Dr Manuel
Roman, founder of the EUMAA advanced training, managed to captivate the participants with their lectures.
2020 with international star speaker
For the event that will take place May 21st - 24th 2020, the organizers added an additional highlight. Taking
the long trip from Japan, none other than Dr Kenji Ojima, undoubtedly the most sought-after presenter in
aligner therapy, will take the stage.
The seminar will once again focus on mastering orthodontic Invisalign® treatments with confidence. Complex
cases and impressive results at the highest level will be presented. Great emphasis will be placed on solutions
for unpredictable treatment courses, which will be thoroughly discussed and illustrated with case studies.
Trend-setting concept
The organizers are setting the tone for a new era in orthodontics by choosing not only a state-of-the-art
treatment method but also an extraordinary seminar location.
This year’s seminar will take place from May 21st to 24th in Mallorca.
Detailed information on this seminar as well as other advanced training courses can be found at
www.invisolution.de, www.orthocenter.de and www.mastering-aligner.com
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